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Archbishop Honored
In recognition of the Catholic
Church’s role in the growth and
development of the United
States during its two hundred
years of existence, Sacred
Heart University held a con
vocation on March 18, 1976,
entitled “The Catholic Church in
Connecticut—A
Bicentennial
View.”

influential leader of his flock,”
Sacred Heart University at the
same time focuses attention up
on the Church’s role in
American history, fulfilling its
own role as a Catholic Univer
sity and adding this vital
dimension to the Bicentennial
observation.
After an introduction by Mr.
Richard A. Matzek, Chairman
The program, part of the
of the University Bicentennial
University’s continuing obser
Committee,
Monsignor Ken
vation of Bicentennial events,
nedy spoke on the “Catholic
included an address by Mon
Church in Connecticut—A
signor John S. Kennedy, EditorBicentennial View.” Tracing
In-Chief of The Catholic
the Church’s origins from the
Transcript, and was climaxed
by the awarding of an honorary ‘ arrival of the earliest im
migrants to this country, Msgr.
Doctor of Laws degree by
Kennedy
described
the
S.H.U. President Robert A.
Catholics
of
Kidera to The Most Reverend
-of these ^
JohnF.WxaSda, AceMlishop of tadayr the
immigrants,
as
a
people
Hartford. Dean John A. Croffy
“without a memory of their
served as Marshall for the event
past.” He said that Catholic
and made the opening welcome,
intellectual
heritage has not
followed by an invocation
become
infused
into American
delivered by Sister Kathleen
Deignen, Sacred Heart Univer life and allowed to “Mature.”
Thus, while American Catholics
sity Associate Chaplain.
are no longer the “poor people”
In
the opening address.
they once were, having grown
President Kidera noted that the economically and socially, they
University has taken an “active have not grown spiritually to
role in the observance of the such an extent. Msgr. Kennedy,
Bicentennial by sponsoring therefore,
urges
today’s
music and art exhibitions” Catholics to follow the example
dealing with this theme. How of “fidelity and adaptability”
ever, he called this present exhibited by the early im
event a “highpoint” in the ac migrants who established the
tivities, as most Bicentennial Catholic Church in Connecticut.
events up until this time had At the conclusion of Msgr.
celebrated “the political, Kennedy’s speech. The Most
military and economic leaders Reverend Walter W. Curtis,
of the nation,” while largely Bishop of Bridgeport, Chairman
ignoring the role of the Church. of the Board of Trustees and
By honoring Archbishop Founder of Sacred Heart
Whealon, whom President Universitv then nresented ArchKidera called a “forceful and
continued on page 3

President Robert Kidera conferring'an honorary Doctor of Laws
degree to The Most Reverend John F. Whealon, Archbishop of
Hartford.
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Pictured during opening ceremonies at the recent SHU convocation are (from left to right). The
Most Reverend John F. Whealon, Bishop WaWer W. Curtis, and SHU President Robert A. Kidera.

Second Annual Phonathon

Volunteers Solicit Support
The Annual Sacred Heart
University Fund Raising
Phonathon began March 1.
Incorporated in it are the two
previously
separate
Phonathons,
the
Alumni
Phonathon and the Parents
Phonathon. Since the purpose of
both is to solicit money for
student scholarships, it was
decided to combine the
scheduled times, and to hold an
all inclusive Phonathon. March
22 and 23 were the official ‘call
back nights,’ the final nights of
the Phonathon, but due to the
fact that snow caused the post
ponement of two of the
scheduled nights, Wednesday,
March 3 and Tuesday, March 9,
the final callback ni^t will now
be held on Tuesday, April 13.
Anyone interested in volun
teering their time to make the
Phonathon a
success please
contact Mr. Midolo in the
Development Office. All calls
are made from the Business
offices of the Southern New
England Telephone Company in
Bridgeport.
The first week of the
Phonathon, the week of March
1, was the week in which calls
were made to alumni, by other
alumni. Alumni Council CoChairmen Charles Rizzo, class
of 1967, and Thomas Bucci, class
of 1969, chose Thomas Serrani,
class of 1970, as Phonathon
Chairperson. Thomas Serrani is
a State Representative from
Stamford to the Connecticut
State Legislature. Although this

section was planned to have
been exclusively for alumni, the
make-up day for the snow storm
will be held in conjunction with
the parents section of the
Phonathon.
During the second week,
students, parents, members of
the Regional Council, and
Friends of the University
volunteered their time to call for
donations. The Regional Council
is a group of area business
people who aid and advise SHU.
Under the direction of Robert
Nolting, Regional Council
Chairman, volunteers from the

Council called other members of
the Council for donations.
Student and parent volunteers
called other parents. Thomas
Kennedy, President of WNAB
Radio, is the Chairperson of the
Parents Committee. On an
average, about 20 volunteers
appeared each night.
Mr. Midolo, Director of
Annual Giving here at SHU, has
compiled tentative figures as to
the amount so far reached, both
in pledges made and in cash
received. Alumni have donated
;over $7000;parents, over $3800;
{t;u<fuuueu uu pgge 2

Do You Wanna Dance?
By DEBBIE HEDGIS
How about spending an un
forgettable weekend with the
K’s??? The fraternity is
sponsoring a dance marathon on
April 10-llth, to benefit the
Multiple Sclerosis Research and
Patient Services. The K’s have
made all the arrangements with
, the Western Connecticut
Chapter, so ail you have to do is
get out your dancing sneaks,
and dance away the entire
: night!
Each entrant is required to
have at least five sponsors
totalling at least twenty five
dollars. The sponsor is a person
who agrees to give certain
amount of money for every hour
you dance in the marathon. Also
it is mandatory that dance
partners register in person as a

team with the registration
committee.
An , all-expense-paid trip to
Philadelphia to participate' in
the National Multiple Sclerosis
Finals at Drexel University will
be awarded to the team still
dancing at the end of the
marathon and who has raised
the most money.
Don’t worry if you haven’t
entered yet—the K’s will have a
booth set up in the center hall
until the big night. They will be
giving out the necessary forms
and answering whatever
questions you may have. So why
not stop by for the entry blank
and rules—you have got nothing
to lose!
So come and join the K’s 8
p.m. Saturday, April 10th to 8
p.m. Sunday, April 11th.
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EDITORIAL
*7/ / Had A Hammer^*,..

H

“If I had a hammer
I’d hammer in the morning
I’d hammer in the evening
All over SHU
I’d hammer out four legs
I’d hammer them to a seat
Then I’d place these needed chairs
All over the cafe.”
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Larry Hutvagner

By Debbie Hedgis
Hill! Finally it is spring
and better yet we are more than
half through with the semester!
Now that it IS good nooze!
April 2nd: Come party with
RHO SIGMA CHI!

The opinions expressed in the OBELISK are not necessarily those of the administration., faculty or students of Sacred Heart University.
Office Phone: 374-9441 ext. 286
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Miffed
To The Editor:
My car had been hit twice in
SHU’S parking lot; on the left
side and back bumper. I realize
I’ni parking at “my own risk”
and that parking is free.
Therefore, I feel I should be
allowed to park whenever I
want to and wherever it will be
safe for my car, which is in the
south side parking lot near the
building. I don’t park in the
back, but sometimes on the “No
Parking” written outside the
yellow line. The security guard
has complained and told me I
would get a ticket. Other cars
park outside the yellow line also
in the south side parking lot.
Since I am a full time student
and I paid the $25 activity fee
and “park at my own risk,” I
should be entitled to park my
car wherever it is safe regar
dless of yellow lines, providing I
do not obstruct student driving
or parking. I plan to air my
gripe at a Student Government
Meeting. This is one step in
making my gripe about the
parking lot known.
Helen Losak

Southpaws Lnite
To The Elditor:
Imagine the existence of a
minority group that shows no
preference to color, religion,
sex, nationality or age.
Discrimination against this
“underpriveleged” group is
very subtle and worst of all only
visible to its members. Its
members even have a
nickname. Southpaw.
If a person is not left-handed,
he will probably never see the
extent
of'
left-handed
discrimination, but if he is7 he
will probably never see the end
of it. The right-handed person
who w’ciild like a taste of lefthanded discrimination should
i.ry winding his wristwatch wit!
his left hand....Tnen try to buy a

left-handed wristwatch, or next
time he puts his pants on, he
might try pulling up his zipper
witli his Irft hand. It is next to
impossible to find a good
baseball glove or golf clubs for
lefties. A conventional pair of
scissors, held in the left hand,
can result in great pain.
Not only are gadgets and
wearing apparel geared to
righties, but institutions are also
blind to the existence of South
paws. Why must we raise our
right hand when taking an
oathi ?The right hand is used in
Scout salutes as well as in
pledging allegiance to the flag.
Right is conservative. Left is
radical. The Sign of the Cross is
performed with the right hand
and why is Christ sitting at the
right hand of the Father?
Agreed, this is not a major
problem in today’s society, but
if we are to have total equality,
it is necessary to have a total
awareness of inequality. The
next time you are introduced to
someone, extend your left hand
for the shake!
Ray M^Math

t^Phonathon

m

Dr. O ^Sullivan
To Be Honored
By Karen Schaer
On Sunday, May 2, 1976, a
testimonial dinner will be held
at Frederick’s in Fairfield in
honor
of
Dr.
Maurice
O’Sullivan, who is retiring this
year. All present faculty
members and .administrators,
as well as alumni who have
worked with Dr. O’Sullivan, will
be invited. The price is $15. per
person.

From April 4 to April 25 in
SHU’s Round Room their will be
an art exhibition of the paintings
and prints by Thomas Nason.
The pictures will be exhibited
from 12:00-4:30 p.m. daily.

continued from page one
and the Regional Cowcil, which
consists of 55 members, over
$640. The final figures will not be
arrived at until late April, after
the snow make-up ni^t.
Editor’s Note: In the March 15
Mr. Midolo wants to see .issue of the “Obelisk,” a letter
“students in mass on the night
to the Editor was submitted by
of April 13, at the Southern New
the Kreuzfahrer Fraternity and
England Telephone Company on
was entitled Injustice? Hie staff
John Street.” He feels that not
extends our apologies for the
enough students realize the
headline used. Apparently the
valuable purpose of the
Kreuzfahrers felt that the title
Phonathon, “It is not just
did not accurately express their
calling people and asking them
true sentiments.
for money. The money is used
for scholarships for" the
students. If enough students ^
One Day Kodak
show up on the 13th, then we
Processing
could complete all of the calls in
Pairview Camera
an hour.” If interested, contact
2189 Black Rock
Mr.
Midolo
in
the
Tpke.
Administration Building on
336-2702
campus.
^

April

19:

PREREGISTRATION
TIME
AGAIN!! !Please make sure to
make an appointment with your
advisor.
April 20th: Film: “Showboat”
Library Lecture Hall, 8 p.m.

Congrats to all the gals who
made it through Hell Evening!

April 27th: Film: Bonnie &
Clyde, Library Lecture Hall, 8
p.m.

April 6th: Film: “The
Misfits,” Library Lecture Hall,
8 p.m.

April 27th: Film Bonnie &
Clyde, Library Lecture Hall, 8
p.m.

Who are the High School
Adolescents who bore us all with
their “hey ref” comments at the
basketball games?!

April 20th: Film: “Showboat”
Library Lecture Hall, 8 p.m.

Did you hear about the
scientist that named a virus
after his wife?
After a plane crash on the
state line in what state did they
bury the survivors?

Editor’s Note: A letter to the
editor signed Disgruntled
Student was submitted in the
“Obelisk” maiibox in the Center
Lounge with the author express
ing a desire to remain anony
mous. Concerning letters sub
mitted, we have adhered to the
poiicy that names wiil be with
held if desired, provided the
identity of the writer is known to
Oie Editor. This lf^*er wiil be
published in the next issue when
the author informs me who is
submitting the letter.

“My car and I both have the
same bad habits. We both drink,
smoke, and can’t get started in
the morning!!”

THE UNIVERSITY WILL BE
CLOSED ON APRIL 15th and
16th in obsevance of Holy
Thursday and Good Friday. We
wish all of you a Happy Easter!!
In fact why not come and join us
at the Sunrise service on April
18th in the Center Lounge.
Heyyyyyyy!!!! Do you wanna
dance?
The K’s are giving you the
chance!!
Put on your dancing feet:
And listen to that beat!
Come one!!!
Come all!!!
Come to the dance.
And have a ball!!!!
When???........................
Where????........
I am not going to tell You!!
APRIL FOOLS! But seriously
folks, come and have a great
time at the Multiple Sclerosis
Dance Marathon: It will take
place in the SHU gym 8 p.m
April 10 Saturday to 8 p.m.
Sunday April 11. For more infe
contact the K’s.
FLASH: SHU Security is
installing parking meters. Can
you imagine the good ole cap
tain in a meter maid outfit?
(APR. FOOLS)

April
28 th:
HAPPY
SECRETARYS’ DAY!!! A
special “Happy Secretarys’
Day” to BOOMBOOM and MK!!
Birthday Greetings
April 14th: Happy Birthday
MEW!
April 17th: H.B. to our leader
of the pack!
J.M.: I’m fine, got your
message last issue. How are
you? BBoom.
IMAGINARY QUOTES: (B.
Goddard)
Mrs. Franklin: “Ben, go fly a
kite.”
Mrs. Shakespeare: “Willie
always makes play out of
words.”
Mrs. Beethoven: “Ludwig
must be on the bottle; all I hear
lately is talk about his fifth.”
GARY how’s your no-hitter?
M.K. How’s your T.A.?
IMPORTANT:.... WSHU-91.1
FM is currently undergoing
recruitment of new student
persimal. If interested, drop by
the Radio
Station....Any
Questions - Call 374-6191 or Ext.
226.
THOUGHT FOR THE DAY:
Nothing is harder to do
secretly, ‘than to stub your
toe!!!
Have a good day!!!
Don’t Delay, Submit Today!!!
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S.G. MINUTES
Present:
Sarah Adams
Manny Cardozo
Paul Danick
Rob DiVita
Pam Gianetta
Mike Giovannetti
Mike Harris
Larry Hutvagner
Doug Kennedy
Barker Keith
Mike Liskiewicz
James Marrone
Ron Perone
John Pieniak
Abbas Reza
Mary Sheehan
Absent with Cause:
Hiten Amin
Jennifer Garafolo
Meeting was called to order at
11:05 a.m. by President M.
Cardozo.
1) Acceptance of Minutes:
Rep. B. Keith moved to accept
the minutes of last week with
corrections. Rep. A. Reza
seconded.
In
Favor—14,
Opposed—0, Abstentions—1.
Motion passed.
2) The members of the Sacred
Heart Student Government note

with regret the passing of Mr.
Richard Goggin. Rep. D.
Kennedy moved to grant $25 for
flowers to be sent for Mr.
Goggin. Rep. J. Marrone
seconded. Motion passed
UNANIMOUS
3) Finance
Committee
Report: Wandering Minstrel
Inn returned total of $37, 34
coupons and $3 cash. The
Kreuzfahret Fraternity Mixer
)f March 5, 1976 returned 130
:oupons.
From
Winter
Weekend, 192 coupons were
•eturned. Vice-President M.
Sheehan moved to loan the Class
of 1979 $350 and a $1 rebate on
coupons for their Mixer of
March 19, 1976. Rep. M.
Giovannetti seconded. Motion
passed UNANIMOUS.
Vice-President M. Sheehan
moved to grand $424 to WSHU—
FM for equipment. Rep. P
Danick seconded. The chair
steps down, Vice-President
Sheehan presides. Rep. M.
Giovannetti moves to table the
motion. President M. Cardozo
seconded.
In
Favor—12,
Opposed—1, Abstentions—2.
Motion passed.
President
M.
Cardozo

Alumni Council Seeks Reps
Nominations are now open for
the three class of 1976 positions
on the Alumni Council. The term
is one year, and the Council will
meet approximately five times
over the year. There is also
committee work involved.
Interested SENIORS (anyone

that will get their degree in the
calendar year 1976) should
contact Ms". Anita Vigeant in the
Alumni Office by April 15th. A
table will also be set up in the
cafeteria hallway that week to
solicit nominations. The election
will take place the week of April
19th.

What's The Buzz?

presides.
Vice-President M. Sheehan
Vice-President M. Sheehan presides. Discussion followed.
moved to grant $40 to WanPresident M. Cardozo moved
derling Minstrel Inn for per to amend the motion to read that
formance of March 22, 1976.
Student Government grant the
Rep. M. Giovannetti seconded.
Black Heritage Organization
Motion passed UNANIMOUS.
$250 and loan the Black Heritage
The Black Experience—1976:
Organization $200. Motion was
Calvin Jones addressed Student
seconded. Discussion followed.
Government in regard to a
Rep. D. Kennedy called the
Black History Week his
question. Rep. L. Hutvagner
organization wishes to sponsor.
opposed the call. Vote on Call:
Vice-President M. Sheehan
In Favor—8, Opposed—3,
moved to loan the Black
Abstention—5.
Heritage Organization $400 with
Vote on amendment: In
a $1 rebate on coupons for a
Favor—12, Opposed—2,
mixer on March 27, 1976. Rep.
Abstention—1.
M. Giovannetti seconded. In
Vote on Motion: In Favor—7,
Favor—14, Opposed—0,
Opposed—5, Abstention—2.
Abstentions—2. Motion passed.
Motion passed.
Vice-President moved to
President M. Cardozo moved
grant $450 plus traveling costs to
to grant $1 rebate on coupons to
the
Black
Heritage
the
Black
Heritage
Organization for an African
Organization for an African
Dance Night on March 24, 1976.
' Dance Festival. Rep. S. Adams
Rep. M. Giovannetti seconded.
seconded.
In
Favor—8,

Senate Committes Described
By MICHAEL McCABE
responsible for reviewing
Two of the most important
policies concerning inter
committees of the University
collegiate athletics, develop
Senate are the Committee on
ment of student varsity
Faculty Status and the Com
programs, and financial aid to
mittee on Athletics. Both play
student athletes.
an indispensible part in the
The members of the Faculty
workings of the Senate in its
Committee
include William T.
duties of recommending policy
Gnewuch, chairman, Tandelina
for the school.
Martinez, Joan C. Carlson,
The duties of the Faculty
Raul.
A. DeVilliers, Leonard N.
Affairs Committee include
Persson,
Jacques M. Vergotti,
recommending to the Senate
legislation concerning .appoiok.,^ Michael E. Giovanetti, an
ment, promotion, tenure, and -Barker 1
dismissal of faculty. The
The members of the Athletic
committee also concerns itself
Affairs Committee are Eric N.
with salary and compensaton,
Christensen, Virginia F. Zic,
teaching loads, sebbaticals and
Donna Blewitt, Abbas Reza,
research.
Christ J. Verses, and Don
The Athletics Committee is
Feeley.

By Julie Dziuba

QUESTION: Do you think a Master’s Program at SHU would be beneficial?

MICHAEL KELLIS, CLASS OF
1976
I feel an MBA Program would
compliment an exceptional
Business Department here at
SHU. The school has, in recent
years, made a name for itself in
business academia and can
further its accomplishments
with a graduate level of studies.
Sacred Heart has made sub
stantial progress in the past
decade and, not to institute a
graduate school, would be an
insult to the efforts and ac
complishments of an already
proven administration.

TERRY MACDONALD, CLASS
OF 1976
Yes, I think it would be
beneficial. For one reason, it
would help the reputation of the
school. And it would make it
seem like a university, which
does stand for universal. Now
we only have a Bachelor’s
Program. In that sense, the
Master’s Program would be
beneficial.

BARKER KEITH, CLASS OF
1978
Yes, I do think it would be
beneficial because the people
coming out of here would not
lave to go anywhere else. They
could stay in the same at
mosphere. But, this university,,
and its faculty are not ready for
it yet.

Opposed—2, Abstentions—4.
Motion passed.
President
M.
Cardozo
presides.
Vice-President M. Shehan
moved to grant $150 to the Black
Heritage Organization for a
Buffet on March 24, 1976. Any
monies not used will be returned
to Student Government with
receipts. Motion seconded.
Discussion followed. In favor—
9, Opposed—5, Abstention—0.
Motion passed.
4) Open Recreation: No
Report.
5) Adjournment: Rep. M.
Liskiewicz moved to adjourn.
Rep. D. Kennedy seconded. In
Favor—10, Opposed—1,
Abstentions—0.
Corrections: Rep. Hitem
Amin was absent with cause.

Archbishop
continued from page one
bishop Whealon with the degree.
Reading the Citation ac
companying the degree as
President Kidera made the
actual presentation. Bishop
Curtis cited the Archbishop
“For his countless contributions
to the spiritual, civic and
cultural needs of the people of
his diocese and of the state. . .”
Speaking after his acceptance
of the degree. Archbishop
Whealon
expressed
his
“profound appreciation” to the
many priests and many sisters
and the laity “who have labored
for the religious growth of the,
Church and the nation.”
Comparing the role of today’s
Catholic Religious and thus his
own work, with the work of his
forefathers. Archbishop
Whealon proclaimed, “I have it
easy.”

What are the opinions of members of the SHU community on
various issues and problems affecting them? In adhering to
Obelisk’s policy of keeping with the times and its readers, the
“Buzz Reporter” will ask a question of several SHU individuals
and then present their views along with their names and pic
tures in every issue.
Photos By: Doug Wade

CAROL DIERINGER, CLASS
OF 1978
It can be beneficial in more
ways than one. First, it will
strengthen the quality of the
university standards. Also, it
would elevate the morals of the
students right now attending
SHU, so that they can look
forward to something more
meaningful—to absorb more
educational benefits, and to be
of better use to society, rather
than just worrying about getting
a “job”. It would result in a
larger student body.

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Absolutely! I Graduate level
work at Sacred Heart is an
absolute necessity for the
enhancement of our academic
image and ultimate survival.
This includes graduate study in
business, as well as in other
disciplines, such as Psychology,
Mathematics,
Philosophy,
English, etc.
Graduate work should have
been implemented years ago.
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of Harvard Business School and
By JULI*'DZIUBA
souls who have never heard of
a successful businessman,
Teacher, consultant, friend. this glamorous resort, it is a
relate to us, a bunch of “college
These are just three words that place where one is constantly
kids?” But he did. And with
can be used in describing Rich reminded of the functions of
much success.
ard A. Goffin. He possessed a
management. 'That is.
Mr. Goggin never considered
personality that truly shone
Planning
himself too big or great a man to
above others.
Organizing
stop and say “thank you.” In
As one of his students, I find it
Staffing
fact, I recall the day he told the
difficult to imagine that he will
Coordinating
class that those words are pro
no longer be walking through
Controlling
bably two of the most important
the haUs of SHU, stopping into Forgetting one of these means
in our vocabulary. I noticed the
the offices along the way just to trouble for an organimtion. Mr.
times he visited the campus
say hello and to ask “How are (}oggin had a way of implanting
chapel. He always seemed
you?” I doubt that he ever lef
important information into a
grateful for what he had.
the cafeteria before chatting
student’s mind.
Many of us will strive to
with at least one of his students.
By exhibiting respect for each
become the type of person he
One had to sit in on his classes person, Mr. Goggin received
was. The “Goggin Chansma
to appreciate his teaching style.
respect in return. He adikessed
affected us in a unique and
No formal tests were given; no students as “Mr —‘ ‘Miss
special way. Those of us who
chapters assigned. Mr. Goggin’s or “Mrs.
A coUege sopho
had the opportunity to know
lectures consisted of his own more could feel like an execu
him, will never forget him. It is
life’s experiences. He trans tive! He listened to ideas and
not often that one comes into
formed textbook concepts into opinions. If he could offer assis
contact with an individual of his
realistic situations. He was
tance, he never hesitated to do
caliber and stamina. As a fellow
intelligent and extremely so. He shared his knowledge.
classmate recently remarked
clever. The class never knew
No class member was ignored
about this 76 year old man, “He
what to expect with each once he left the room. Mr.
was a real cool guy.”
meeting. I’m sure there are
Goggin would stop students in
Richard A. Goggin was a
many who could demonstrate
RICHARD A. GOGGIN
the hallway to talk. One could
teacher who tried to help us
the “Mark-up Softshoe,” per not help but notice his warmth
better understand the world oi^
formed to the tune of “Tea for
and friendliness.
side the secure walls of Sacred
Two.” The song sounded so ri*Neither his experience nor his
Heart University. But, even
culous, one had to remember it!
age made Mr. Goggin take on an
more important than that, Mr.
Or how about “Professor
fatherly
manner,
“Miss
attitude of superiority. Maybe
Goggin was our friend. We will
While walking in the hallway
O’Sullivan’s Country .Club?
Zaneski, always remember that
that’s what amazed most of us.
here at SHU one afternoon last
How
many
will
ever
forget
miss him.
in any task you undertake,
How could this man, a graduate
semester, 1 guess my facerethat?! For those utjfortunate
never setUe for anything but the
flected my mood at that
best.”
. ,„ .
moment-I was suffering from
This issue of the “Obelisk is
an acute case of discourage
the last issue for which I will
whose unique character left a
ment! Several articles and
serve as Editor. Reflecting back
actually been through the
lasting impression upon one’s
pictures which 1 had planned to
“He was a good teacher, nice material, he was trying to get
upon all of my past issues
mind.” “His jovial mannerisms
use for that current issue of the
guy,
friendly,
helped
the
throughout the year, I take
across an experience not
and loving care for the students’
“Obelisk” had not been sub
students.”... .“He can never be everyone can enjoy. He will be
pride in considering this April 1
welfare cannot be compared
mitted by the deadline, so
replaced.”. . . “He was ex sadly missed, but, in my mind,
issue as the best paper my staff
with any other instructor. He’ll
consequently I felt faced with
tremely
well-informed
in
the
has produced. We did not settle
always
remembered.”...“He
be missed intensely.”
two alternatives: empty pages
subject
matter
and
he
knew
how
for anything but the best.
was a witty, extraordinary man
or resorting to the file marked
to relate that information to
I feel it only fitting to dedicate
“fillers” (Second-rate articles).
students.”. . . “He was an in
this issue to the man whose
telligent man and his students
words
of
advice
have
served
as
A Friend
One of my teachers happenec
loved and respected him as a
my inspiration throughout the
to walk by, and sensing
teacher and a friend.”...“I don I
entire preparation of the paper.
Dick Uved his life gracefully. I
something was bothering me,
think you can get a replacement
Thinking
back
to
that
fall
knew him for six years, and in
expressed his concern. I told
who was as intelligent as he. He
those six years he was probably
him I was ready to “throw the afternoon, thank you Mr.
was pretty sharp.”..“By
as influential in the direction of
Goggin!
.
pages together any way, just to
Karen Zaneski
learning from someone who has
the department as any member
get the layouts completed.” I
Editor
of the faculty. He was a
remember him telUng me in his
remarkable man, a great
teacher, and my good friend. I
shall miss him very much.
Charles Harper
Chairman of the Department of
Business Administration
company ; he is tender towar^
Just as one who has viewed a
the bashful, gentle towards the
distant, and merciful towards
precious gem will always^
remember it and the special
the absurd.. .He may be right or
to hp
be touched by his integrity
^
fn
beauty that he saw, so will all of
wrong in his opinion, but he is
thing of beauty.
his wisdom? Did anyone fail, t(
us who knew him remember
A chair stands empty in the
too clear-headed to be unjust;
Dick Goggin played a most
delight in his wit and ur
Dick Goggin. In him was the
he is as simple as he is forceful,
violin section now; its silence
uncommon violin. He played it
derstated humor? His student
personification of the gentle
and as brief as he is decisive.
echoes heavily in our hearts.
with dedication and with honor.
knew weU that they were gettin
As I read these words and
man, in the classic sense, pure
Yet, the voice from that chair
He played it on his sunporch in
a double course in consume
recall Dick’s lively spkit, his
will never be stilled, for our. Lordship and in orchestra
and true.
motivation and the art of violi
As I thought about Dick, and
keen imagination, and his gentle
lives have been touched by a
rehearsals at SHU. He played it
playing. Indeed, in his view i
the kind of person he was, I
humor he seems to return,
most uncommon violin.
for his students, family and
business, Dick saw no intnns
returned to the words of Car
lively, full of wit, full of charm.
A vioUn is a rather ordinary
friends and, best of all, he
difference between the tv
Our memories of Dick will
dinal Newman and his essay
thing, a wooden box resonating
played it for his wife Sally—and
subjects.
“On the Gentleman” in which
always be fresh; he was that
to the vibrations of a few
Sally, without lifting a bow,
We are saddened by t
kind
of
person.
But,
oh,
he
will
strands
of
wire
and
gut.
To
be
he wrote, in part;
matched him note for note in a
sUence
of that empty chair, >
“The true gentleman care
sure, some violins are blessed
be missed.
duet that lasted for 50 years.
we can joyfully say, ‘ Tha
Arthur
Brissette
fully avoids whatever may
with better wood and greater art
Dick’s influence on us was not
you, Dick, for the lasting mui
Department of
cause a jar or a jolt in the minds
than others, but this is really a
of a showy or crusading nature;
of your most uncommon violii
Business Administration
of those with whom he is cast ;. .
small matter. What does matter
he happily played second violin
Mr. Leland Rober
.He has his eyes on all his
is
that---picks up
in me
the oreiK»v-a.
orchestra. Yet, of
la the
111^ hand
-------------- uthat
/I
in
-- those
Denartment of Fine A
violin to give it a voice, the hana
^
anyone fail

In Appreciation

Comments From His Students
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Sacred Heart Expands
By A. DORABLE
President Manny Cardozo
announced today that the new
Sacred Heart dormitories have
been completed and will open
their doors to their " first
students on April 1,1976. Due to
generous donations given by
students and faculty, the dor
mitories are equipped with
every modern conveniencie,
including indoor plumbing.
According to Dr. Robert
Capasso, accounting expert and
Director of Financial Fraud,
students will be able to enjoy

dormitory life for only a
moderate increase in tuition of
approximately one thousand
dollars per year.
As inhabitants of the new
dormitories, students will
qualify for welfare and food
stamps in order to eliminate
possible financial strains. In
addition, commuter costs will
be reduced greatly and the
south parking lot will be turned
into a croquet court. Equipment
can be rented from Coach Jim
Casey for a modest sum. Coach
Casey announced that he will do

all in his power “to foster a
renewed interest in croquet and,
hopefully, by scholarships, we
can look forward, to competing
in next year’s national tourna
ments.”
Mr. Michael Harris, Social
Director of the new dormitoriies, feels that these new
additions will “greatly enhance
social life at Sacred Heart and
will foster a new pride in our
wonderful University, making it
the very, very, very best in the
country.” Along with the social
committee, commonly known as

Do-You-Trust-These Meet
The Sacred Heart University
Board of Do-You-Trust-These is
still in session in its Top Secret
meeting about the new dor
mitories. This will be its fourth
day of discussions about this
subject. The Slob Kei has
managed to get its Super Spy
reporter into the Board Room to
tape the action. If you will look
closely at the above picture, you
will see the microphone (front
center) behind the book and
Slob Kei’s reporter (rear right)
behind the chair.
According to our reporter, the
reason that the meeting is such
a prolonged one is that the
Board can not agree upon
solutions to three major
problems. The members are
going to move out of their
present residence in the SHU
auditorium and into the new
dorms, and they cannot decide
upon rooms, decor, or pets.

Since there is only one bathroom
in the house, the major debate is
centered around the question
“Who is going to get the-!-?&!!
room next to the !$&-!-!
bathroom?” Anyone who is
more than two rooms away
from the bathroom will not be
able to use it; it will be first
come, first serve, because the
bathroom has been known to
overflow when it is flushed more
than twice a day. Obviously the
choices are not desirable ones:
either accept a room far from
the bathroom and have to run
outdoors when you have to ‘go’,
or take the room next to the
toilet and live in constant fear of
it overflowing into your room.
There are two other rooms
being doled out, but these two
are practically decided upon.
The room with the ‘skylight’
(the hole in the roof) is going to
Larry Hutvagner, because he is

•gn«7

Board of Do-You-Trust-'^hoto

not present to ar^e otherwise.
The room which contains the
only heater will go to Mario
Cuifo, <
because he has imperiously
stated that “If I don’t get that
!$?-&! room, I won’t adjourn the
!$?&-!-! meeting!” The only
member not entering the
discussion of rooms is Richard
Linane. It has already decided
that he will live in the kitchen—
to “guard the food.”
Another big problem is decor.
The major combatants in this
battle are Terry Linane and
Mark Improta. Mr. Linane
insists upon wallpapering the
walls in a pattern similar to that
of his shirt. He wore the shirt
especially to display the pattern
to the Board. Mr. Imperota
insists that “The colors are just
not right.. .they don’t match the
grey curtains!” Mr. Linane
claims that the curtains are not
grey, they are white. He insists
that “once they are washed,
you’ll see!
The third major problem is
that of pets. ’The Board cannot
decide whether or not pets are
admissible. Brian Sliva holds
that there is no need for pets, as
the building is already equipped
with “those huge, grey, furry
animals with the long tails.” Bill
Mancini says that “those are
RATS!” and that the board
must allow he inhabitants to “at
least bring in cats to get rid of
the rats.”
There is no further news
coming out of the Board Room—
it is believed that the Super Spy
reporter has fallen asleep.
Nevertheless, the students can
be assured that whatever the
Board decides will be for the
best. After all, they are going to
live there, too.

Cardozo Quad completed.
the “boys’, Mr. Harris hopes to
arrange activities for the
students which will include a
“Nigh at the Dorm” a beer and
pretzel tasting night, and a
banquet to be held at
McDonald’s Caterers. Plans are
also underway by the ‘boys’ for
smoking lounges, a portable
bar and a “Thief-of-the-]N4)nth
Club.” Other plans are under
way and Mr. Harris refuses to
on these plans until
they have been discussed and
approved by the Board of DoYou-Trust-These.
Academic Advisor and
Director of Student Integrity,
Dr. Anthony Tozzi, fears that
the new dorms “will encourage
dishonesty and poor academic
achievement by the students
and will foster an increase in
cumulative averages due

to reports of students selling
term
papers to under
classmen.” Realizing the merit
of Dr. Tozzi’s reservations.
Captain Boloney and his
Commando Cops elected
Michael Liskiewicz and Gary
Matosian as ‘dorm proctors’
and pidgeons “to report
students who succumb to evil
opportunities arising in the
dorms.”
The students are excited by
and in fevdr of the new dorms
and, in a vote conducted by Mr.
Michael Giovanetti, Election
Statistician, it was 3000 in favor,
none opposed, and 50 ab
stentions. Mr. Giovanette felt
that the abstentions came from
several faculty members and
students who have been living in
the auditorium of the University
for several years.

.Photo by Debbie Donofric

Doors open doors to new dwellers.

Bicentennial Foolishness
By JULIE DZIUBA
The British wore those red
uniforms because that par
ticular material was quite
durable. Gunshot wounds never
left noticable stains on the
jackets and they never had to
worry about washing them in
the nearest river. No mineral

deposit could corrode that
fabric. Only problem was the
texture was so stiff the men
could just about walk, never
mind run. This helps account for
the courageous efforts of the
Redcoats. They would rarely
retreat—How could they with
those armor-like uniforms?!
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Editors: Mz. Terry 'I'orial and
Mz. A. Doroble
Layouts: Avery Knight
Business Manager: M. Bezzeler
Photo Editor: Flash Minolta
News Editor: Ann T. Qua ted
Assistant News: Adeline Moore
Feature Editor: Farrah “Red”
Fawcett

Assistant Features: Don Key
Productions: I.B.M. Under
wood
Co-Sports Editors: Null and
Void
The remainder of the staff
wishes, for personal reasons, to
remain
unheralded
and
anonymous and were not worth
mentioning anyway!

Our Blankety Blank University
There is a rumor running around that SHU is falling apart.
We, the Obelisk staff, have decided to exemplify this in a four
page April Fools insert. These pages have been named Slob Kei
We are not trying to overthrow the University, but merely poke
a little fun at it.
Notice, outside of SHU, the Earth is coming alive, but inside
of SHU, the Sole is wearing out. We intend to re-Sole your SHUs •
by tickling your funny bone. After you read these pages, do no;
remain like the little old woman in the SHU who did not know
what to do. .stop your tongues from flapping, tighten up the
buckles on your walking SHUs, and get a move on! Spring is
here!
And now a word from my learned cohort—
It is about time someone stood up and said “Blankety blank
balnkety blank the blankety-blank blank blank to get the
blankety school to blankety-blank blank blank!” A lot of people
are outraged by the blankety-blank assumption tht students do
not uphold the blankety-blank assumption that students do not
uphold the blankety-blank tradition exemplified by blankety,
blanking, blank—Beep-Beep-blanking CENSORED values. It
is our blank relief that the students get off their blanks and take
a stand for the higher ideals of the bland freedom which
everyone seems to blanking cherish. Get out of the blanking
cafeteria and show that you are not justjl blankety blank! As
Confusion say—“Man who sits on rose bush soon gets the
blankety point I”

OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS
A1958 SHU graduate, Edward
Lush majored in Car-washing
and Basket-weaving. He served
for six years on the University
Clean-Up Committee, and
received numerous awards for
his many unsightly con
tributions to the destruction of
our school.
After finally graduating, kum
loude, Mr. Lush landed a job
with the North American
Division of International Wine
and Beer Tasters, Inc. This
position helped him sail
smoothly for quite a while, but
he, unfortunately, lost his job
after repeated losses of liquor
shipments were reported
missing from his shift. (He
denies
any
implications
thereof.)
Not content to remain idle for
very very long, however, Ed
sought employment in New
York City in 1961, and made his
home in the Bowery section. He
is still there today. Mr. Lush has
not found another job as of yet,
but still retains that old SHU
spirit and drive.
He blames the unstable
economy and his recent attack
of liver and spleen illness for his
inability to find work. But Ed
hasn’t given up hope! He feels
that his technical training here
at Sacred Heart has really
helped him become what he is
today, and urges all un-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
unhealthy dissension, ab
surdity, vulgarity and a total
lack of any moral ideals. Any
To the Editors:
overtures that you could
I am writing this letter to
possibly make to repair the
state the fact that I am
damages you have inflicted on
thoroughly disgusted with the
what once was a good news
treatment of used tea bags by
paper will be shot down by
the so-called educated students
zealous archers and Tell-Ites,
of our illustrious university.
like it is^ I cannot believe you
It appears to me that the sd
have stooped this low and I,
called educated people shoulc
personally, will see you bow
have the intelligence to use tea
down for your injustices. You
bags for more than one cup ol
people are sick, perverted
tea. The tea drinkers of this
degenerates. As the old adage
school take their tea bags and
goes, “A Tell a day keeps the
slightly dampen them in tepid
worm out the apple” or
water and then toss them
newspaper as it so happens.
blithely into the ashtray,
Signed,
leaving the passerby with no
A distraught William Tel!
chance for a free cup of tea. If
something is not (tone about Dear Mr. Tell:
these horrendous activities, I
The SLOB KEI staff has
will have to contact the tee
deliberated on your kind
totalers union.
thoughts and was considering
Si^ed, yielding to your proposal.
Earl Grey and
Unfortunately, action has
Constance Darjeelinf
already commenced as a group
of goody-goody roundheads
TeUs AU
already burned the editors in
To the Dlustrious Editors of effigy in front of the library,
SLOB KEI:
along with several thousand
You people deserve to be shot books and the editors, in fear of
at dawn in the South Parking their lives, have taken a
Lot and arrangements are now slowboat to China.-All we can
being made by Archery majors say is that we do appreciate
under the auspices of William your concern, you egotistical
TeU, an intelligent mentor with slob, anci all we have to say is
great leadership capabilities, a “Up your marrow with an
wonderful personality and a arrow!”
crack shooter. These * insert
Signed,
pages are radically rooted in.
An Embarrassed Staff

Tea Terror

Wordsworth
To the Editor :
Several misconceptions are
laboring laxly mid interesting
negotiations devoted solely
around raging emnities after
much urging signalled energetic
discussion borrowing yester
day’s sanctions mindlessly
applied linking laughter to
horror in negative grants simul
taneously.
.Interesting
fallacies take hold in sinful,
mnocous, salvaged synonyms
under enigmatic occasions fore
going the horrendous elite
soliciting honorary urgencies
superimposed hegemony intertwing tintillating symposiums,
thank heaven even nationalism
begins earning a re’evaluation
in totalitarianism.
A. Cryptogram

Uppiner, Tuition
Rumor has it that the Presi
dent’s Ad Hoc committee,
consisting of a lopsided’ 12
faculty and five student
membership are discussing a
motion to “up” the current
tuition here at the University. A
vote of confidence, taken by
Father Mike Lisk and Madamn
Kathy “Kitten” Tschanz
disclosed that the student body
would like the Ad Hoc com-.
mittee and the Board of Do-YouTrust-These to put it “up”
theirs, and drop the motion.
Yours in the poor house,
Yul Lous Students

by Larry~Hutvagner '

EDWARD LUSH—1958
dergraduates to follow in his
footsteps the brilliant path he

has paved as one of SHU’s most
outstanding alumni!

Would You Believe
Sports Illustrated has an structors Maureen O’Reilly or
nounced that its next edition will Cathi Szuets for registration
feature a cover story on Mark information.
'Truhowsky, the world’s greatest
Tony Tozzi and Walter Kuzia
skier. Mr. Truhowsky proved are employed as Program
his extraordinary skills when he Directors for Special Events at
skiied down the icy slopes of Mt. DisneyWorld.
Everest last week.
“Down
With
Nerds!”
The Debit-Credit Accounting Attention all you Arthur FonFirm, which achieved world- zarelli fans. An important Fonzi
renown for its financial in Rally will take place next
vestigation of Price and Sunday at Arnold’s. Lisa
Watergate, consists of six SHU Manganiello, Gary Musanta and
alumni: Joanie Atkinson, Corinne Versage, the regional
Margaret Erickson, Ellen district leaders, will introduce
MacConachie, Ron Piccolo, the “Cool One” and distribute
Mark Silverman and Rich the latest Fonzi posters. Only
Zyskowski.
chartered
members
are
Mr. Lawrence Waterbury, allowed.
Accounting instructor at that
Best of Luck to Bob Stevens on
university, recalls the vigor and the establishment of his Art
endurance his former students Design Corporation. His first
exemplified in their tackling of masterpiece, “A View of the
daily qjuizzes and mid-term SHU Draught Board in 3-D” has
problems. Their calcnilators and been
donated
to
the
accounting worksheets were Metropolitan Museum of Art.
always on hand, ready for any
On March 6th, Thomas M.
double entries or financial Lott was named Super Director
statements.
of Marketing at Proctor and
Speaking of accountants, Gamble. Mr. Lott recently
Miriam Fuentes has just purchased a 30-acre estate,
finished working on a new book. called “Tangerine Villa”.
The Programmed Text of
Congratulations to Patty
Accounting...And What You Can Baldwin, who was named
Do With It. She expects its “Secretary of the Year” by the
release in the early Spring.
Typing Paper Manufacturers
Mary Ellen Wood and Patti Association at their annual
Piro have become successful dinner last Tuesday. As she
private investigators. It is walked away from the podium
rumored that the FBI works in with award in hand, Ms.
conjunction with these two Baldwin was heard mumbling,
“Superspies”. Beware!
“Super-Cali-Fragil-Istic-ExpiLarry Hutvagner and Doug Ali-Docious”.
Wade have taken over the
Diane Lucia and ^harlene
bankrupt Kodak Corporation. Sutton, the popular New York
They plan on building new models who recently exhi'bited
headquarters on the SHU the new creations of trend-setter
football field.
Ruby Harris at her Paris un
Want to be the center of at veiling, will serve as advisors
tention on the dance floor? for next year’s Winter Weekend
LEARN THE LATEST STEPS. Queen’s Contest. These girls
Attend “The Fascinating World credit their success to the exof Dance” now! Contact in
on pg. 7
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UNIVERSITY
COUNCIL MINUTES
University Council Minutes
July 29, 1976
Meeting was called at 11:05 by
President Bebe Mendoza.
Mendoza asked Vice President
Larry Sheehit to call the roll.
Present: Bebe Mendoza, Larry
Sheehit
Absent with cause: Joe
Palermo, Ron Zoni
Absent with note from mother:
Juan Epatein
Absent without cause: Jimmy
Hoffa
Pardoned: Dick Nixon
Busted: Patty Hearst
Put on Waivers: Derri Anne
Connecticut
Traded to UB for a case of
Rolling Rock: Jen U. Fleet
Absent...
President Mendoza asked V.P.
Sheehit to stop calling the roll.
1) Acceptance of Minutes: Rep.
T.V. Dinners moved not to
accept the minutes of January 3,
1942 because they were unac
ceptable. Rep. Bill Board
agreed. Sec. Joanie Xerox
started crying.
2) Kleenex appropriation: Rep
Nick P. Teen moved to ap
propriate three (3) Kleenex to
Sec, Xerox. Proposal was sent

to Kleenex Appropriation
Committee for consideration.
3) Security detail: Officer
Starsky M. Hutch approached
the Council to ask for the appro
priation of one (1) can of de-icer
for the one (1) Security car.
Council moved to appropriate
one-half (Vi) can of de-icer for
the Security force.
In
favor-4;
opposed-4;
Abstentions-4; Undecided-4;
Ford-4; Reagan-4; I want to go
to the cafe-5. Council moved to
adjourn to the cafeteria.
Transportation was provided by
the One (l) Security car.
4) Basketball coach: Dom
Feelgood, the present basket
ball coach, approached the
Council for money to ap
propriate one (1) new basket
ball coach. Rep. Tony Trombonelli moved to get a new
coach. Rep. Doug Fuijiama
seconded. In favor-10; Opposed0. Motion passed.
5) Cafeteria condiments:
Sharon Sandski smiled sweetly
and asked for a grant to pur
chase sugar and spice and
everything nice for the kitchen.
Rep. Carmen Ghia stated that
nothing could improve the
flavor of the food. Motion

-----------------------—
Your Horrorscope
By Louis Marrelli
and
Paul Oates

denied.
6) Finance Committee Report:
Rep. Lotta Monee reported that
the Council was broke. Rep.
R.U. Kiddin seconded. In favor7; Opposed-3; Abstentions-4
Stop Putting Your Hand On My
Knee-2; But Baby You Know
How Much I Respect You-2.
Motion passed.
Rep. Monee moved to give to
Milca Mag Nesia Fraternity
$1.00 rebate on coupon no. 13105
for their Third Annual Joe Blow
Memorial Car Wash, Shoe
Shine, and Square Dance. Rep.
A. Horshack seconded. Motion
passed unanimous.
7) Miscellaneous: Rep. Joe
Sensible moved to use money
towards things like more
choices for the cafeteria, better
security, and other benefits for
the students. Rep. Sensible was
laughed out of the Lounge.
8) Adjournment: Rep. Les
Gohome moved to adjourn the
meeting. Motion was sent to the
Adjournment Committee for
consideration.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael McCabe
P.S. Acknowledgments to the
National Lampoon.

ARIES, the Ram (March 2I-April 19)
Your aggressive personality will sometimes tend to push
people to their limit, and sometimes even over the edge.
TAURUS, the Bull (April 20-May 20)
In-the arena of life, when you find yourself being attacked by
a strong aggressor, there’s only one way out—throw the bull.
GEMINI, the Twins (May 21-June 20)
You will find yourself playing second fiddle to a number of
more prominent people. Also be weary of attacks of double
vision and double pnuemonia.
CANCER, the Crab (June 21-Jufy 22)
Your tendency to claw and grab at people may result in
canned crab.
LEO, the Lion (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is no day to be a pussycat, get things accomplished.
Get off your throne, face the roar of the crowd.
VIRGO, the Virgin (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
Don’t shut people out, engage in social intercourse. Burst
that bubble, let others in. After a while you’ll find the going gets
easy.
LIBRA the Scales (SepL 23-Oct. 22)
Level things off. Weigh out your difficulties, it’s the only
way to scale to the heights of success.
SCORPIO, the Scorpion (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
You are able to penetrate other people’s lives easily, but
have a tendency to leave venomous traces behind.

Would You Believe
Cont from pg. 6
celient coaching of Donna
DeLieto. Ms. DeLieto taught the
girls how to “glide” along the
ramp using 32 simple pivots,
and how to smile at the audience
without looking at your feet
while tripping up the stairs.
Mary Kowaleski has made
her debut on the disco scene
with her own rendition of the
“Angel Walk”.
Latest in the World of

Television:
XYZ Broadcasting President,
Rich Sullivan, announces the
arrival of a new soap opera, “As
the SHU Fits”. He says it will be
based on the activities of a local
commuter college as written in
Dotti Gulyas’ novel of the same
title. Mr. Sullivan refused to
give out any other details.
Stars in the series include:
Linda, Drehr, Matt Milardi,.
MaryRomaniello, Paul Miller,

SAGI'TTARIUS, the Archer (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
“Bow” down to pressure. Set your course with a steady aim
and hit your target.

Sue Kelley, and Ray Loso.
Special recurring roles will b<
played by Anne Feringa and
Madeline Nastri.
Script writers are Pam
Giannetta, Rosemary Milano
and Manny Cordozo.

CAPRICORN, the Goat (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You’re gullible. You’ll take in almost anything, no matter
how hard it is to chew.
AQUARIUS, the Water Carrier (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Your problems may not be the burden you think they are if
you try to water them down.

Directors Mike Giovanetti,
Jennifer Garfalo and Gloria
Turner received critics’ ac
claim at a pre-season viewing
last week.

PISCES, the Fishes (Feb. 19-March 20)
Cast away your worries, wave good-bye to your problems.
Don’t get caught on dry land.

By’TUTTYFRUI’TY

What's The Bizz?
Now ifs your turn! How do you feel about conditions on the SHU campus?
Photos by Debbie Donofrio

(tree) You can’t depend on
security on the SHU campus.
Just last week, I was uprooted.

(chair) Students here are
rude. I’ve been subjected to all
kinds of abuse. I’ve been
thrown, dragged, pushed. And
then the . ultimate injustice—
Chubby! II

(^htray) ’The people in this
place are scandalous. Some of
the dirt I’ve seen would shock a
garbagepail!

(Locker) I’m tired of having
Jie door slammed in my face!
People think I have no feelings.

(telephone booths ’The names
and numbers I’ve collected
would embarrass Watergate
officuOs!
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Department Summary
The Cafeteria
By AVERY KNIGHT
And DON KEY
“The most overlooked, yet the
most demanding...” This is how
one of four students describes
his course of study. What is the
department that merits such a
description? The Cafeteria
Department.
This issue’s department
summary will center on those
students rigorously studying the
fine art of becoming a
“Cafeteria Major”, as they
diligently pursue 120 credits of a
curriculum ranging from Roast
Beast to Hotdog a la frite.
It will be impossible to give
full justice to this newly formed
department headed by cafeteria
specialists from across the
nation. But perhaps, through
actual accounts from present
student participants, a better
understanding of the growing
importance of a Bachelor of
Services degree in Cafeteria
will become clear to the
University community.
NOTE;. In order to become

fully successful in this field, it
will be Necessary to complete 4
additional years of field study in
well-known cafeterias in New
England as well as completion
of 3 days of psychological
testing as administered by th€
school.

BBBS Major
By ANON, Of Course!
Sacred Heart’s Cafeteria
Department is one of the finest
representatives of curriculum
diversity in the country.
Perhaps its most challenging
major is BBBS, or Bachelor of
Begging, Borrowing or Stealing,
where students spend ap
proximately 90 percent of their
time in field research and work
study. Each major must ac
cumulate $1,000 over a four-year
period, which is then donated tc
the perpetuation of the
department. Several courses
which the major will certainly
encounter are:
Bo 101: The Art of Bogarting
Fa 101: The Art of Flim-Flam
Co 202: Advanced Conning
Co 303: The Artistry of Con
ning
Mo 101: Borrow Money and
Don’t Pay it Back
Mo 202: Graft in the Cafe
Mo 251: Social Organization
and Embezzlement
Bs 101: Influence People and
Borrow Their Money

Pub 101: 1001 Ways to Cop a
Free Beer
Rip 101: The Artistry of the
Rip-Off
B1101: The Artistry of Black
mail
Cig 101: Bumming Cigarettes
Cafe 101: Con A Free Lunch
Cafe 301; Eat, Smoke and
Drink for a Week With No
Money
In order to be accepted into
the department, a student must
pass gruelling tests of en
durance including starvation,
nicotine fits and beer with
drawal. A student is evaluated
on his charisma, his ability to
throw the bull, his subtlety and,
finally, by his financial need.
One important criterion in
passing this course is that this
major must roam the cafeteria
incognito or failure is certain.
At the end of the course, majors
will present a film entitled
Brother, Can You Spare a
Dime? The film consists of the
majors at work in the cafeteria.

taken with the aid of hidden
cameras and microphones
placed in strategic locations.
Students are also instructed
how to cheat at card games
involving money and how to
steal money, cigarettes, beer or
all three. All in all, this cafeteria
major field prepares the student
for entrance into a complex
world of cunning and deceit;
conning and cheating hard
working people of their pit
tances. 'The background the
student receives is invaluable
and the student can proudly say
that he will succeed without
really trying.
The department’s challenge
to its majors is “Con before you
get conned.” Its motto is “I
Came, I Saw, I conned” and by
plebiscite, the mascot was voted
Fagan of Oliver Twist fame.
Ever striving for mastery of
more skills is the ultimate goal
of this department and alumni
are pursuing this goal in free
lance work.

Life In The Cafe
By MICHAEL J. HARRIS
Remember when you were
sixteen and Uumght that you
were on Cloud 90,000,000
because you drank too many
alcoholic beverages at one time
and “beaned” all over the
place? Now you can come to
SHU and relive those days. At
SHU you can see students with
pointed shoes, no hair, bad
breath and lipstick—all you
have to do is walk into the
cafeteria and funk-up! One
cafeteria major is partying and
everyone loves it because they
can learn to eat, sleep, smoke,
toke and borrow money.
Everyone in the Cafe boogiewoogies all the time. First, we
go to Cof 101 which is the coffee
workshop. Here we teach our
selves how much we need a cup
of coffee after drinking fifteen
or twenty beers the night before.
Next we go to Cd 202 which is
Card Shark Mania. We learn to
lose all our money and cheat our
friends. Then it’s time for our

buffet dinner which consists ot
dough meat grinders, ham-fat
burgers, hot rubber dogs and
salami a la king. It is then about
2:00 and everyone rushes to the
bar. SHU’s Pub is the only bar I
know of that has 20 employees
who own the bar.
Now isn’t this the life? Just
think of all the arguments you
can have between fraternities
and sororities—some are out for
blood, some wish to maintain
the status quo and others are'
mentors of justice and the
American Way and others don’t
seem to care.
Last but not least comer
Friday and9;00p.m. when there
is
always a dance in the
cafeteria. This is called Disco
Madness and is a departurefrom the usual Friday fare of
dungarees and no shoes. When
the dance rolls around,
everyone does the Clark Kent—
Superman switch. Students fly
onto the dance floor with 2(>-inch
disco stomping shoes, bright
rainbow stockings, lots of

Major studiously studying.

Chanel No. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10,
baggy slacks and make-up
galore. This has got to be the life
we all want to live!
Finally, there are all the
famous people at SHU such as
the team from S.W.A.T.,
Maintenance, Cafeteria Help,
the Administration and ME. If
you would like your life to pep
up to par and have your love life
go beserk, contact Mr. Michael
Jacob Harris at Table No. 1
across from the Justices of the
Piece.
P.S. Stop saying you cannot
get next to someone. Get your
minds working, temptation is
there. Rock on Forever!

Iphoto by Larry Hutvagner

Students pursuing curriculum.

New Media Project
By TERRY TORIAL
Professor John Quinn and
Professor Don Coonley have
just announced their plans to
begin a new Media project here
at SHU. The project will call for
each student involved to devise
something ‘meaningful’ to write
on the Men’s Room walls. They
chose the Men’s Room only for
the reason that if it was the
Women’s Room, the Professors
would not be able to enter and
grade the' projects. There has
already been much Graffitti
written on the Men’s Room
walls, and the Professors feel
the need for a “more organized
procedure” to be utilized in the
writing. They have taken the
emmense responsibility for this
project upon their own
shoulders.
By a ‘more organized
procedure’, the Professors
mean that the Graffitti has, in

the past,
been merely
haphazard writing by “just
anyone.” By entering it as a
Media project, the writing will
be done by a chosen few, those
best equipped to ‘evaluate the
audience and make an in
telligent decision as to what will
reach everyone.’ These in
dividuals will employ their
knowledge of Media techniques
to create something that will
“hit everyone where they live.” ■
They will also decide upon what
is most important for the
audience to know, and then will
attempt to present it in such a
way that “they will not know
that they are learning
anything.”
Advertisements will also be
accepted.
Any
store,
organization, or musical group
wishing to be advertised should
contact either Professor Quinn
or Professor Coonley. The,

Professors, together with the
students involved, will then
formulate the proper approach,
again, taking into consideration
both the type of audience that
will read fte advertisements,
and the type of media
(bathroom walls) being used.
The students involved will be
chosen personally by the
Professors in a very unorthodox
manner. The Professors will set
up a hidden camera in one of the
Men’s Rooms and catch ‘in the
act’ all those who write on the
walls. They will then chose the
best of these to be involved with
the project.
Completion of the project will
be worth 3 credits. The
Professors would not allow the
particular bathroom in which
they intend to set up the camera
to be published. ‘It’s a secret,’
they said. So all of you, Graffitti
writers, who are interested,
must be sure to write in each
and every Men’s Room. If you
miss one, you might also be
missing your big chance!
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Depaiiment Summary

SECRETARIAL SCIENCE

Andrea Rudolph
The Secretarial Department
of Sacred Heart University is a
two-year Associate of Science
Degree program offmng four
areas of specialization:
(1) Executive—highly trained
in shorthand speed and tranjcription to work in corporation
)ffices or smaller commercial
)usinesses.
(2) Legal—trained in proper
preparation of legal documents,
law office procedures and some
principles of law.
(3) Medical—trained in hand■ling the technical paper work
required in hospitals and doc
tors’ offices.
(4) Corresponding Secre
tary-trained exclusively in
data processing.
This department provides
excellent training and exper
ience under the strict supervi

sion of Ms. Diana Leslie
(Department Head and Execu
tive instructor), Ms. Camille
Reale (Correspondence), with
Ms. Barbara Zuffa and Ms.
Frances Wilsey instructing
beginning and second semester
typing and shorthand.
This department is one of the
most
difficult skillfully,
academically, and in terms of
the requirements that must be
met in order to obtain a degree.
The rigorous curriculum pro
vides for many hours of hard
work. Secretarial courses are
not to be taken lightly—for they
offer an abundance in informa
tion and skills and all equipment
is readily available, even on
weekends, (and one can spend many a weekend in the secre
tarial rooms!)
A student is required to take

By JULIE DZIUBA
And DONNA DeLIETO
Are you looking for an easy
way to a good job? If so, forget
about the Secretarial Science
Department!!
The
girls
enrolled in this program ex
perience a rigorous two-year
“workout”. There’s no way one
can “slide by”. When these
females graduate, they are not
your run-of-the-mill clerical
workers.
They
are
professionals. They know about
their particular fields.
Secretarial studies can not be
put off until the next week. If
one misses a few days of
classes, it takes twice the time
to make up those assignments
and keep up with the present
work. If you do not have
detemination, perseverance,
and the desire to be perfect at
your job, this department is not
for you.
Two senior members were
asked to offer their feelings and
information ofl this program.

four semesters of shorthand
(unless in the Correspondence
program), three semesters of
typing, one semester of business
English and two semesters of
secretarial procedures plus
other degree requirements and
elective courses.
During the fourth and final
semester, students continue
their education with the work
experience program. Hopefully,
each student is placed in a posi
tion with a business,'law firm,
or doctor, according to her
choice of career. Minimum
requirements are 20 hours a
week, after school, with the stu
dent’s boss evaluating her in the
spring.
The secretarial program
should not be underestimated.
So far, it has turned out secre
taries with the expertise of true
professionals. That is what this
program does—it prepares girls
for careers. It does not just
teach principles and skills and
send the students out into the
world on their own. It turns an
unskilled first semester fresh
man into a highly skilled and
educated young professional.

Director of Secretarial Sciences, Mrs. Diane Leslie.

Debbie Dome
credits for your work exper
The Secretarial Science Pro
ience. In most cases, you also
gram should not be underesti
jet paid for your work.
mated as it is so many times.
Many people feel that the pro
I feel that this is a great help
gram is an easy way to get in furthering education in the
through college. Of course,
secretarial field. You learn
these people have never taken
much more in a real situation
any courses with the secretarial
with all the problems and pres
teachers. It is just as difficult, if
sures, than you do in a classnot more, than any other major , room. In a secretarial position,
you can choose at Sacred Heart
you are not told what is needed
Uriiversity.
to be done—You have to think
The Secretarial Science Pro
for yourself.
gram consists of four major
You are not just given a
divisions. They are: (1) Execu
degree
and thrown out into the
tive, (2) Legal, (3) Medical, and
business
world to find your own
(4) Corresponding (dealing with
job. You have experience and
data processing). You have to
know a little more about your
meet set requirements in order
profession and a little more of
to graduate from this programwhat to expect.
just like any other major. The
In conclusion, the Secretarial
requirements are mainly four
Science Program is a wellsemesters of Shorthand, three
rounded program. It gives you
semesters of Typing, a Secre
all the necessary skills that a
tarial Procedures course, a
secretarial position requires
Business English course used to
and helpful background mater
better your knowledge of the
ial. You don’t get a good secre
English language and its uses,
tarial job by knowing just a little
and a certain amoimt of elec
typing and a little shorthand.
tives. The goals of the secre
'There is more involved. You
tarial department are to pro
have to learn to use your head
duce well-trained, professional
and organize your thoughts.
secretciries with a more than
Anyone who has the idea that
adequate, knowledge of their
this major is a breeze, should
field.
try it for a semester and see how
If you make it to the last
far they get. The staff of the
semester of this program, you
Secretarial Science Program
go out on interviews in your field
wants to turn out well-qualified
(Legal, Medical, Executive, or
Corresponding). Hopefully, you ’ and well-skilled secretaries;
and, believe me, they make us
obtain a job. ’This is equal to an
work for our degree!
clMtive. and you receive three

Photos By^
Debbie
April Capite demonstrates the “master mind,” a unique type
writer with a memory.

Donofrio
Mrs. Camille P. Reale, teacher.

SHU Outstanding Alumnus

James Sabo—1969
purpose of reducing crime and
improving the criminal justice
system. In 1975, he was offered
the job as Assistant Director of
the Guenster Home, an alcohol
rehabilitation program, and he
accepted willingly.

JAMES D. SABO
By TERRY ONOFRIO
Dame and SHU shared the same

James D. Sabo, former
President of the SHU Alumni
Council, graduated in 1%9. A
History major, he donated 99
percent of his extracurricular
activities to the radio station
WSHU. In fact, he started
working with WSHU the same
year that the station began—
when he was still in eighth grade
at the old Notre Dame High
School. (At that time Notre

building).
Upon graduating, he took a
job as a news broadcaster on
WNAB, Bridgeport, Ct. In 1972
he was hired as Chief Plannee of
the Fairfield County Criminal
Justice
Planning
Administration. In this capacity
Mr. Sabo was responsible for
administering more than four
million dollars in federal
government grants, with the

The Guenster Home, located
on Union Street, Bridgeport,
was founded 2V2 years ago for
the purpose of helping
alcoholics to recover and to re
integrate themselves into
society. With a capacity of 35
people, they accept only males.
The Guenster Home accepts a
man only if he meets very rigid,
yet fair, requirements. He has
to have been dry for 14 days. He
is not asked, initially, to fill out
an application; rather, he is
required to attend a personal
interview in which the in
terviewers try to ascertain if the
candidate is honestly ready to
change his life—to try to stay
sober.
The man must be willing to
fight to stay sober, to struggle to
become a productive human
being again. He must really
want to rebuild his life and, if he
does, he will be accepted by
Guenster Home. The Guenster
Home does not inquire about the
man’s past life, they only judge
his present attitude.
The program lasts 90 days,
with three 30-day phases. The

first 30 days are busy ones.
Every
minute
of
the
inhabitant’s day is planned for
him. He is required not only to
do ‘chores’ around the house,
but also to attend a multitude of
classes, physical therapy
sessions and AA meetings.
The second phase marks the
beginning of the integration of
the inhabitant into the com
munity; He must get a job. Out
of 165 men who have reached
this second phase, all of them
have gotten jobs. Evidently, as
Mr. Sabo claims, “The Guenster
Home has the most com
prehensive resources available
aimed at getting a man a job.’’
The job is begun with the
stipulation that “if he takes so
much as one drink, he is to be
fired on the spot.’’
It is in this second phase that
the inhabitant must begin to pay
$45 room and board. This money
does not even pay the food bill at
the Home; it is a purely
therapeutic
move.
The
inhabitants are not allowed to
receive any handouts, not even
welfare and unemployment
checks. They need respon
sibilities to motivate them.
The final thirty days are spent
in preparation for total re-entry
into the community. These men
have been completely out of the
mainstream of society, and dp
not know what is expected of

them. They are found a place to
live and taught how to furnish it
and how to budget their money.
At the end of the third phase,
Mr. Sabo says, “we pat him on
the back and kick him out the
door. By the time he finished the
program, he understands that
the full burden of responsibility
for continuing sobriety rests
with himself. He can no longer
blame his wife or his dog.” The
Guenster Home has a 70 percent
success record.
Mr. Sabo says that half of
those presently at the Home are
under 30 years old. According to
Mr. Sabo, “The mixture of
alcohol and drugs, which has
become so common, produces
an alcoholic extremely fast.
Some 18-year-olds, who have
been mixing drugs and alcohol
for four years, are in as bad, if
not worse, shape as a 50-yearold who has been an alcoholic
for 25 years.”
Besides his job at The
Guenster Home, Mr. Sabo is a
member of the Bridgeport Lions
Club and the Bridgeport
Community Development
Citizen’s Union. He is also on the
Board of Trustees of the Greater
Bridgeport Regional Narcotics
Program. His wife, Marianne
Reynolds, is also a SHU
graduate, class of 1968. They
have two children, Lisa Anne
and Kara Lynn.

From The Chaplain’s Office’
A few weeks ago the U.S.
Marine Corps in the persons of
Major Robert Larkin and Staff
Sergeant Terry O’Neill visited
Sacred Heart University. Not
that it’s unusual to see rep
resentatives of the military
establishment doing career
piomotion in our hallways and
corridors—but their particular
choice of locale seemed to us to
warrant a word of clarification.
The Marines had encamped at
our doorstep right under a sigr
reading “Campus Ministry”,
even in visual violation of some
provocative material on our
bulletin board raising certain
issues of Christian moral
concern such as disarmament,
non-violence and the need for a
reassessment
of
human
priorities.
This unintended provocation
on the part of our visitors could
not be ignored—the burden of
confrontation was upon us.
Since the Catholic Church of the
Diocese of Bridgeport had not
invited the U.S. Marine Corps on
campus, and since we had not
been informed of their coming
so we might have done alternate
career guidance in the light of
recent church teaching, (if the
8v<^ears of Ecclesiastical Social
teaching is recent) and since we
wanted no confusion as to the
radically American principle of
the separation of church and
state, we asked our friends to

move, just enough to clarify the
principle. They demurred how
ever, and a marvelous exchange
ensued.
We engaged the articulate
Major Larkin (Jesuit trained]
on many questions of politics
and theology; on the nature of
humari history, the relation
ship of (]k)spel non-violence to a
military career,, on existential
realism
vs.
evangelical
foolishness, on prophecy and the
status-quo, on nationalism and
the new human, community on
life and death.
Many people moved through
the halls and witnessed the
“debate”, a few dozen stayed
for the hour and shared a very.
moving
and
respectful
“dialogue”, a handful of us
offered “hospitality” to our
guests Bob and Terry with
whom we shared simple
refreshments and laughter and
even song. That day there was a
real meeting of persons, of
visions, of hopes, as Manny
Cordoza remarked before the
Marines left. It was truly a
teachable moment and we hope
others were affected as deeply
as we.
So much of our sensitivity to
the issue of Christianity and the
military arises out of the
growing consciencization within
the church to the serious table of
peacemaking. Since the en
cyclical “Pacem in Terris”

(1963) of Pope John XXIII, the
Roman Catholic church has
moved evermore profoundly
into the problematic mystery of
the mission prophecy and
peacemaking within history and
its social order. What she
receives as the ongoing
guidance of the Holy Spirit she
enjoins upon her faithful child
ren in her teaching. Having its
roots in the New Testament and
flowering in the political avenue
in 1891, this social teaching most
recently has been emphasized in
the statements of 1971, “justice
in the world”. International
Synod of Bishops, “A call to
(political) action”, Paul VI.
Our own national Bicentennial
has occasioned the church in
America to raise many un- •
comfortable, urgent questions,
challenging untested human
assumptions. So that we might
fairly represent the mainstream
thinking of Contemporary
Roman Catholic Christianity
please let us share some ex
cerpts from the
Bishops
Discussion Guide for the
American Bicentennial. In this
way you will understand the
deeper agenda of faith which
impels us to question every
institution and assumption of
the world in the light of its
resurrection begun in ; Jesus
and his disciples.
The structural and systematic
questions
of
how
the

organization of society impacts
the lives and dignity of people
are a central concern of the
church’s ministry today. Indeed
the most significant con
tribution the church can make
to social justice is the formation
of a community with a con
science. The interaction bet
ween the principles of Catholic
social teaching and the prac
tical possibilities in the political
order involves a creative
process of reflection, analysis,
and choice by the community of
the church. Such a process
makes clear that the Church’s
social teaching is never a
finished product, never provides
final solutions for Catholics or
others, and always requires
discernment and application by
the whole church.
In fidelity to its master, Jesus
Christ, the Church is not called
simply to applaud the powers
that presently reign nor simply
to bless the “status quo.”
Rather it should also perform a
truly critical and prophetic
function. By employing the rich
religious resources of the Old
and New Testament prophetic
traditions and the resources
from faith and reason of its own
tradition of social justice, the
Church must speak to the
worked in judgement upon all
those principalities and powerseconomic, social, cultural and
political—which aid any form <rf
oppression.

The 1971 synod of bishops
declared in “Justice in the
World” that “action on behalf of
justice and participation in the
transformation of the world”
are “a constitutive dimension of
the preaching of the Gospel, that
is, of the Church’s mission for
the redemption of the human
race and its liberation from
every oppressive situation.”
The same synod also declares;
“The mission of preaching the
Gospel dictates at the present
time that we should dedicate
ourselves to the full liberation of
man even in his pr'esent
existence in the world. For
unless the Christian message of
love and justice shows its ef
fectiveness through action in the
cause of justice in the world, it
will only with difficulty gain
acredibility with the men of our
times.”
The Bishop’s teaching has
been a call to our conversion,
that we refuse to be content with
merely economic or material
criteria of human living, that we
deny the supposed inevitability
of economic and technical
‘laws’, that we question the
models and the genuineness of
our supposed ‘development,’
that we re-order the priorities of
our individual and social
existence, that we take a step
back from our daily lives for
critical reflection on our culture
and situation in the light of the
Gospel.

Part 11

Dr. Mikolic’s Tour
Of all the countries he visited
in Latin America, Dr. Mikolic
believes Ecuador to be the most
pleasant. It has. a good climate,
and its cities are small and
attractive. It also has the most
stable currency in Latin
America. Its money is counted
in “Sucres”, four of which are
equal to one U.S. dollar bill. ‘An
interesting note for U.S. car
owners: gas costs only 15 cents,
an all day bus ride is less than
five dollars.)
Dr. Mikolic was present in
Ecuador when the country’s
ruler. President William
Rodriquez was toppled from
power. As he remembers it,
“there were general strikes and
a blackout of the media.
Tourists were denied per
mission
to
enter
the
Presidential Palace. Then, one
morning at 3:30 a.m. as the
President was celebrating his
daughter’s wedding ceremony,
he was overthrown by a United
Military Coup.”
In Peru, (the name means
“Navel of the Mother Earth”)
Dr. Mikolic traveled by train to
Cuzco, the second highest city in
the world. Lake Titicaca and the
rest of the Peruvian highlands,
all located between 10,000 and
12,000 feet of altitude. Cuzco is
the capital Of the' old Inca
Empire. In the Quechua
language spoken by the Indian
tribes which are found living
here, the Empire is still
referred to as “The Land of the
Four Comers of the Earth”, and
Lake Titicaca is held as a
sacred lake. Professor Mikolic
found the plight of the Peruvian
Ihdians very disheartening.
Unable to sp^ Spanish, they
are shut off from the rest of the
country. They distrust out
siders, and keep to themselves.

Making the circumstances of
the Indians worse however, is a
problem faced by all of the
Peruvian people. In the Fall of
1975, General Juan Velasco
Alvarado was overthrown by his
fellow generals because of his
extremist measures. In dealing
with nationalizations, Alvarado
had outrightly confiscated
many industries, mostly foreign
owned, and placed the;Indians in
control of them with the in
tention of helping them.
Although a new revolutionary
government is now in control,
the Ihdians, through ignorance
and lack of interest, have not
kept these industries running as
they should have. Land remains
uncultivated. As a result, food
prices are going up and rice and
sugar are scarce. Also, by
government decree, two weeks
out of every month are now
meatless.
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In Bolivia, Dr. Mikolic found
this separateness to be a feeling
shared by the Bolivian Indians
regarding their country also.
Like their Peruvian coun
terparts, the Bolivian Indians
are not a part of the country.
Living a life of their own, they
have formed a closed society in
the face of a hostile world.
Traveling once aeain by train,
the Professor journeyed to
LaPaz. The capital of Bolivia,
LaPaz, the highest city in the
work, (altitude 13,000 ft.), is
ofteh referred to as “the roof of
the world”. Comparing LaPaz
with Cuzco and Quito, Dr.
Mikolic cited LaPaz as
“definitely the worst of the
three cities. The altitude causes
nosebleeds, nausea, and faintting. Coffee and liquor cannot
be drunk here.” There are but a
few foreigners present. Only the
Indians who live here and are

CO-OP CORNER
CO-OP CORNER
By Karen Schaer
The Cooperative Education
department here at SHU
recently held a seminar in
which several Co-op students^
working in various positions
throughout the area shared
their enthusiastic feelings and
new ideas about their Co-op
experiences.
All the students felt that they
had made the right deicision to
take a Co-op job, and were
really excited about the new
skills they are learning, as well
as the new things they art
discovering about themselves!
That new feeling of aduli
responsibility and independence
makes them feel that they are
doing something important and
useful. The students are really
enjoying working among dif
ferent types and age groups of
people they meet on the job, and

GUIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

find that they learn to get along
well with other employees,
customers and supervisors!
As one student expressed, “It
feels good to get up in the
morning and look forward to
going to work! ” The excitement
of earning a steady salary and
putting all efforts toward doing
the best job possible is a per
sonal reward that cannot even
be measured! All of the students
ire learning how it feels to be
•eally satisfied with them
selves, and the anticipation of
accomplishing what they set out
to do-every day!
Remember—There are Co-opopenings for the summer
session at Consolidated Deisel,
People’s Savings Bank, and
Bunker Ramo. For further
information, please contact
Phyllis Bems, coordinator of
Co-op Ed.

Name
Adddress
City

State

Zip

© Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co

accustomed to living in LaPaz
are found here. He goes on to
add that “the altitude and
remoteness give you the notion
On Sunday, April 4, i976, a re
year the opportunity to view the
of isolation and unique at
ception
in the Round Room
late Nason’s mastery should not
mosphere and mood. You feel as
be passed by.
if you are somewhere in Gallery at SHU (by invitation),
will mark the opening of a
Shangri-La.”
The Thomas Willoughby
Chile was the last Latin painting and print exhibition of
Nason exhibit will be open April
American country to be visited Thomas Willoughby Nason’s
5-25, 1976: 12:00 noon to 4:30
on the trip. Here Dr. Mikolic outstanding talent. The noted
p.m. daily. (The Gallery will be
took time out to compare Connecticut artist fully ex
closed April 15-17). Don’t miss
relations between the countries pressed his colorful New
this vivid collection of rich New
of Chile, Bolivia, and Peru, England life through his skilled
England art!
before departing home for the works; and in this Bicentennial
United States.
A complete account dealing
with the political, economic, and
social aspects as observed by
Dr. Mikolic during his trip to
Latin America has been
••PRIME RIBS, STEAKS, SEAFOOD**
published in Cleveland, Ohio, by
the
weekly,
“Ameriski
LUNCHEONS SERVED DAILY
Slovenec”. In addition, the
“Suobodna Slovenija”, a
publication from Buenos Aires,
requested permission to publish
ALL BAR POUR DRINKS BO*
these reports and was granted
the right to do so.

Nason Art Exhibition

WALBURN PUB & STEAK HOUSE

4485 Main Street, Bridgeport, Conn. 372-0790
•HAPPY HOUR*
Mon. ■ Fit 4-6 p.m. in our Dining Room

CHEESE PUTE SANDWICHES SERVED IN THE BAR
Oh Totisaloniki!

Oh, Tessaloniki!
Enwrapped by desperate
slickness
he sits there every nightand listens to the wailing
tones of the Bouzouki.
Sonorous voices sing of past
heroic deeds.
His dark eyes melancholy
stare
Into the distance...

Is it the rocky shoreline of his
fatherland they see?
The Sirtaki makes him come
alive, he joins arms and sings
and dances!
But the deep creases around
his mouth
betray^ long sleepless nights
of hopeless yearning.
Lonely exile...
- Georgetine Meyer
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SPORTS REPORT
WALBURN ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Lori Jones Honored
By PAM GIANNETTA
Lori Jones learned to play
basketball “in the streets with
the fellows”. Now she is a
leading scorer for Sacred Heart
University’s women’s
basketball team. Standing 5’6”,
Lori is a 19-year-old sophomore
hailing from Bridgeport.
At Cathedral High School,
Lori was the second freshman in
the school’s history to play
varsity
basketball.
The
following year, she transferred
to Central where she played
varsity ball for the next three
seasons. In her last two cam
paigns, Lori served as co
captain. She was chosen for the
girls All-MBIAC team in her
senior year. This was the first
time the MBIAC ever sponsored
a girls’ team.
Lori’s most memorable
scholastic game was Central vs.
Harding in her sophomore year.
Central won, though it was

close. What made the contest
more exciting was the fact that
Lori was playing against some
of her friends.
Upon her arrival to Sacred
Heart, Lori averaged 15.9 points
per game in the team’s first
season of competition. Playing
forward or guard, Lori was
made co-captain this past
season. The Pioneers chalked
up an 8-6 record hut Lori feels
they should have had more
wins. “We lost a lot of games
because of the lack of unity on
the team.”
Individually speaking, Lori’s
best collegiate efforts were
scoring 22 points against
Mattatuck, 15 against U.B,, and
22 points against Fairfield, all in
the recently completed season.
Lori has also played softball
for the Connecticut Co-eds, a
team in the same league as the
Raybestos Brakettes.
In recognition of her athletic

Think You Know Sports?
1. The__________were the first
baseball team
to
turn
professional.
2. How long is a baseball bat?
3. All right, all you game room
enthusiasts—where does the
word “billiard” come from and
what does it mean?
4. What are the three major
categories of ski events?
5. Who was the winner of the
U.S. Open (women’s single) in
1973? Who was the runner-up?
6. Who placed first in the
Kentucky Derby in 1974? How
about 1970?
7. The American League Rookie
of the Year in 1969—who was
he?
8. Who won the PGA Cham
pionship Tournament in 1973?
9. Who was the AFL rushing
leader in 1966?
a. Jim Nance

b. Cookie GilChrist
c. Abner Haynes
10. The most outstanding surfer
in 1974—who was he?

Answers To Quiz
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accomplishments, Lori will be
the guest of the Walbum Pub &
Steak House on Main Street in
Bridgeport.

LORI JONES

SHU Pioneer Club
The Pioneer Club of Sacred
Heart University, promoters of
S.H.U. basketball for many
years, have furnished the funds
to have the Athletic Directors
office redecorated.
The Pioneer Club, is funding
this operation through member
ship fees, donations and money
raised from post basketball
game get-togethers in the
Pioneer Room. The new scenery
features a wall to wall red
carpet and white paneling ac
cented with blue to complement
the bicentennial theme and
school’s colors of red, white, and
blue. New additions will also
include venitian blinds for the
rear window, depicting a water
fall collage and a venitian blind
covering the office window
which when closed will display
the Sacred Heart University
emblem. New fumitue will also
be added to round out the total
redecorating scheme which will
cost the Pioneer Club in excess

of $1000.
On April 30th, the Pioneer
Club will honor the school’s
basketball team at a banquet,
to be held at Octavio’s
Restaurant in Fairfield, Conn
ecticut. A presentation of
awards will follow an evening of
dinner and dancing with
recognition going to the teams
Most Valuable Player, Out
standing Player, Best Defensive
Player and Unsung Hero. The
Most Improved Player award
will be presented by the Citizens
National Bank of Fairfield.
Windbreakers will also be
presented to each team
member, designed in the red,
white and blue colors of the
Nation’s Bicentennial
celebration and school’s official
colors.
Tickets for the banquet can be
bou^tat the Athletic Directors
office in the main corridor,
opposite room A.

Women’s Center:

Idea Exchange Center
A week long open house
celebration found many women,
and a number of curious men,
signing in and jotting down any
talents they’d be willing to
share. Conversation was
relaxed and comfortable as
strangers got to know each
other over a cup of coffee. A
couple of remarks overheard:
“I’m so glad this is finally
starting...we need a place like
this badly...there are so manv nf
us ■
Continuing
Ed.
people.’’...“I’m graduating this
year, and now a women’s
center!!I’m gonna miss all the
good stuff!”
According to Bonnie Carr,

Women’s
Softball
Schedule
April 15 Fairfield Home 3:30
April 19 Fairfield Away 3:30
April 25 New Haven Away 3:00
April 26 Bridgeport Away 3:00

Center Coordinator, the im
mediate purpose of the Center is
to encourage the sharing of the
individual ideas and points of
view of the many women here at
SHU. It is believed that there is
a wealth of untapped resource
right here in the student body
and faculty. Hopefully, the
Center will provide a home base
for the distribution of the
wealth.
Many plans are still flexible,
subject to the decisions of the
women themselves. New ideas
are welcome. One thing that will
be available is the periodic
presentation of topics of interest
by guest sfieakers. The first of

these will be on April 1 from
10:30-12 noon when Dr. Nicole
Cauvin, Chairwoman of the
Sociology-Social Work Dept,
will speak on “Sexism in the
Family.” There will be a
question and answer session. All
are welcome.
SHU’s Women’s Center of
ficially opened the week of
March 22-26. The Center is
located “to-the-left-and-theroom-at-the-end” of the Center
Lounge Balcony.
Any questions about the
Center? Please drop in and say
hello, the welcome mat is out.
Sally Guzzi

The OBELISK staff
is taking a rest'
The next issue of the
newspaper will be the
sole product of The MS. News Writing Class.
We will be back for the final issue of the semester.

SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
ALL TEXTBOOKS FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER ARE
NOW BEING RETURNED TO THE PUBLISHERS.
Baseball Captain Dennis Burke will lead the Pioneers this year
in what promises to be a rewarding season.

WE ARE OPEN 8:30 - 4:30 MON. - FRI.

